Next generation nerve guides: materials, fabrication, growth factors, and cell delivery.
Nerve guides are increasingly being used surgically to repair acute peripheral nerve injuries. This is not only due to an increase in the number of commercially available devices, but also clinical acceptance. However, regeneration distance is typically limited to 20-25 mm, in part due to the basic tubular design. A number of experimental studies have shown improvements in nerve regeneration distance when conduits incorporate coatings, internal scaffolds, topographical cues, or the delivery of support cells. Current studies on designing nerve guides for maximizing nerve regeneration focus both on cell-containing and cell-free devices, the latter being clinically attractive as "off the shelf" products. Arguably better results are obtained when conduits are used in conjunction with support cells (e.g., Schwann cells or stem cells) that can improve regeneration distance and speed of repair, and provide informative experimental data on how Schwann and neuronal cells respond in regenerating injured nerves. In this review we discuss the range of current nerve guides commercially available and appraise experimental studies in the context of the future design of nerve guides for clinical use.